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ABSTRACT 

The electronic bandstructure of solids near room temperature 

has been successfully explored with previous versions of modulation 

spectroscopy. Modulation of parameters which enter into the 

bandstructure produce a dielectric function variation. This changes the 

optical observables, such as reflectance or absorptance. Modulation 

resonances are observed near singularities in the joint density-of-states 

function. These resonances must also be detectable in the emittance, an 

observable which also depends on the dielectric function. 

Thus, this work investigates the possibility of detection of 

optical resonances riding on the temperature derivative of the blackbody 

emission from a solid at high temperature. 

The modulated emittance was separated from the thermal 

background by a detection scheme utilizing a CCD and computer. 

The resonances were not observed because of excessive CCD 

noise. The existance and magnitude of the resonances was based upon 

results from other modulation spectroscopies. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of the bandstructure of a material can be advantageous in the 

optimization of optical devices. Through the bandstructure, the optical properties 

can be predicted. Unfortunately, bandstructure information is difficult to extract. 

Since the theoretical models of solid state behavior are extremely dependent upon 

experimental results, accurate methods of obtaining this information are crucial. 

One of the most successful approaches is the family of modulation spectrocopy 

techniques. Their basis is the modulation of one of the key parameters which 

affect the bandstructure, e.g. temperature, electric field, etc... Modulation 

identifies specific points within the bandstructure, thus permitting solid state 

models to be refined and the optical properties of materials to be predicted. 

However, these methods have rarely been successful at high temperatures, due to 

practical difficulties. Our experiment was an attempt to overcome these problems 

by modulating the emittance, a property which was not been examined closely in 

the past. 

The emittance of a material is defined as the emissivity of a material, 

modified by its material properties (and other characteristics). Compared to the 

overwhelming thermal radiation background from a material at high temperatures, 

the emittance is extremely small. Through differential techniques (in this 

experiment, temperature modulation), the emittance and thermal background can be 

separated. This should extract the emittance, although this has not yet been 
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observed in our experiment. We predict the existence of emittance resonances due 

to the relation between bandstructure and optical properties. Optical properties, 

including the emittance resonances, are determined by the bandstructure. The 

following chapters present some basic arguments for the existence of emittance 

resonances. We examined the modulation spectroscopy literature to understand the 

response of the optical properties to bandstructure modulation. The physical bases 

of the modulated emittance method and the experiment are then described. The 

inconclusive result, due to an inadequate signal-to-noise ratio for the detector, 

spawns some alternative proposals which may reveal the emittance resonances. 
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CHAPTER II 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND BANDSTRUCTURE 

The dielectric constant e(w) connects, a material's optical properties with its 

bandstructure. From the dielectric constant, a material's optical properties can be 

deduced. The observed dielectric constant can also constrain and refine 

bandstructure models. Thus, the optical observables, such as reflectivity, 

absorptivity, emissivity, can be linked to the physics of a material. 

In metals, three physical phenomenon can be related to the dielectric 

constant, the free electron effect, interband transitions, and collective oscillations. 

The free electron model remains a good general description of electron behavior in 

metals. Drude proposed that a metal may be represented by a free electron gas 

whose charge is balanced by fixed positive particles. Since there is no lattice 

structure, there is no periodicity, and a definable Brillouin zone does not exist. 

Therefore, the principal characteristics of the model are the instantaneous electron 

collisions, the temperature dependent velocity of the electrons, and a relaxation 

time independent of effects from other particles. Between collisions, the electrons 

do not interact with other electrons (the independent electron approximation) nor 

with the positive particles. These assumptions produce a characteristic "Drude" 

shape at low frequencies, which is observed in metals. The free electron model 

correctly predicted the behavoir of the electrical conductivity <r. Since no potential 

field exists, the valence electrons occupy all levels E(k) a k2 . 

The Drude model was improved by Sommerfeld through the substitution of 



the Fermi-Dirac electron velocity distribution in place of the classical Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution. The addition of a very weak periodic potential to the 

Sommerfeld model resulted in the "nearly free electron" model. In these models, 

bands are calculated for a single electron. All potentials in the crystal are assumed 

to be contained in the effective periodic potential energy V(r). Due to the 

imposition of a lattice structure on the positive ions, a Brillouin zone can be 

defined. Additionally, the periodicity imposed by the lattice structure creates 

conditions for Bragg reflection. When the electron waves cannot propagate with 

particular values of k, the group velocity goes to zero and forbidden energies 

develop. This results in an energy gap at the zone boundary between the allowed 

energy bands. Thus, periodicity changes the distribution of electron energy levels; 

the relation between E and k becomes multivalued. This model is fairly accurate; 

the positive ions are surrounded by core electrons, so the conduction electrons are 

shielded. Additionally, the conduction electrons shield themselves as they move. 

The filling and placement of the bands explains the differences amoung 

metals, semiconductors, and insulators. If a filled band is separated by a large gap 

from an unfilled band, the material is an insulator. If a filled band is separated 

by a small gap from an unfilled band, it is a semiconductor. A partially filled 

valence band corresponds to a metal. When two bands overlap and one of them is 

filled, metallic properties occur. 

Starting at k = 0 in the first Brillouin zone, surfaces of constant energy can 

be drawn. For small k (within the first zone) these surfaces will be spherical (as 

in the free electron case). Because E is periodic and bounded (due to the periodic 

potential), there must be points where | VE | - 0 . This occurs when the surfaces 

of constant energy distort as they intersect the zone boundary. A disappearing 
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gradient, a so-called van Hove singularity, occurs when the constant energy 

surface either intersects a zone boundary or changes its direction of curvature 

with respect to a zone boundary. The constant energy surface which encloses all 

occupied states is the Fermi surface. When the constant energy surface intersects a 

number of bands, there may be multiple Fermi surfaces. The relation between the 

Fermi surface and the Brillouin zone is strongly indicative of the behavior of 

electrons in metals. 

The number of electrons available for transitions depends on the density 

and occupation of states. For the free electron model, the density of allowed states 

l/2 
G(E) as a function of energy E is proportional to E' . The occupancy of the 

allowed energy states is then 

g(E) = G(E) f(E) a E,/2 — ^ (2.1) 
E - Ep 

k T  
J + 1  

where f(E) is the Fermi distribution function. G(E) increases as the energy 

increases, while f(E) decreases. Most of the occupied states reside below the Fermi 

level, so the occupation probability of high energy states is extremely small. 

While the density of allowed states is a function of energy, f(E) is a 

function of both energy and temperature. At constant temperature, the occupancy 

decreases with energy. At energy states above the Fermi energy. Ep , the 

occupancy increases as the temperature increases. When the temperature of a 

material is modulated, the higher energy states experience a modulation of the 

occupation probability. The radiation emitted by the return to a lower energy state 

may be observed optically. This effect is essential to modulation spectroscopy. By 

carefully investigating temperature and wavelength dependencies, specific 
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transitions may be ascribed to key areas in the Brillouin zone. 

The surfaces of constant energy are spherical at the bottom of the band 

since they do not intersect the zone boundary. At the top, the constant energy 

surfaces are also spherical or close to spherical since the surface intersects the 

zone boundary very close to the corners. At intermediate values of k, the constant 

energy surfaces are no longer spherical; large proportions of the surface intersect 

the zone boundary. Since the constant energy surfaces are not spherical for the 

other values of k, the density-of-states G(E) is not proportional to E1/2 , and the 

G(E) curve is distorted. 

Away from the edges of the band, the relation between E and k is so 

complicated that no analytic form for G(E) can be found. However, through 

features such as critical points, a bandstructure model can be deduced. Several 

well defined features called critical points (van Hove singularities) occur when 

E(k) » 0. These points are located at k = 0 , points of symmetry on the zone 

boundary, or at band edges. Two examples are the maximum and minimum points 

of a band. Near the minimum. G(E) a (E - Em)1/2 . and near the maximum, 

G(E) a ( Ejyj - E )'/2 . E(k) is a quadratic function where k - k - k„ , where k0 is 

the extreme value. When the appropriate axes are chosen, 

E(k) = Eq + 7X Kx
2 + 7y Ky

2 + 7Z Kz
2 (2.2) 

where Eq is the value at the extrema. In three dimensions, there must always be a 

maximum, a minimum, and two saddle points. For a band minimum, 7X , 7y . and 

7Z are all positive. For a band maximum, 7X , 7y , and yz are all negative. If 

there are saddle points, then 7x • Ty • and 7Z are mixed in sign. In modulation 

spectroscopy, determination of the band structure of a material is accomplished 

through identification of the type of critical points. 
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JOINT DENSITY-OF-STATES and CRITICAL POINTS 

Similar descriptions can be produced for two bands with the joint density-

of-states function Gcv (c and v refer to the conduction and valence bands 

respectively): 

Gcv (fl«) - j" ^ 6[EC (k) - Ey (k) - flu>] . (2.3) 

where BZ refers to the Brillouin zone. Gcv (iiut) gives the density of pairs of 

states, one of which is occupied and the other empty, which are seperated by the 

energy ilw . In three dimensions, 

°cv = 4^ | { | Vk [Ec (kf- Ey (k)] | } {2A) 

where dS is part of the surface [ Ec (k) - Ey (k) ] = E . The critical points occur 

when the denominator is zero: V [Ej, (k)] - V [Ea (k)] . Near the critical point, 

when E(k) •= [Ej, (k) - Ea (k)] , E(k) may be expanded in a Taylor series: 

3 

E(k) = E„ + ^ aj (ki - k0)2 . (2.5) 

i«I 

The aj are equivalent to 7X * 7y . and yz . The critical points are classed as Mj 

where j is the number of aj which are negative. An example of the form of the 

joint density-of-states is shown in Figure 2-1. 

Interband absorption can be associated with transitions from the Fermi 

surface to next higher energy bands. Absorption can be identified with structure 

in the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function e(«) = e^w) + t £2(m) . 

The form of e, and e2 depends on the location of the critical points in the joint 

density-of-states for the two bands. Critical points occur predominantly at points 

of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone. Thus, structure in the dielectric constants 



saddle points 

max 

FIGURE 2-1 : Form of the joint density-of-states. 
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(or absorption coefficient) can be related to bandgaps. 

The location of the critical points in the joint density-of-states affects the 

dielectric function e . The complex dielectric constant e(a>) = e^w) + t e2(w) , is 

coupled to the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations 

rj' eJo}1) do)' 
(2.6) / X . 2 n f W' dw' e,(w) - 1 « - P % ~— 1 it Jq CJ - co 

r 00 
£i(w 

Jo w'2 

oo 
2fi> ^ £i(w*) d«' 

ea(«) - - P ,\2 ,,2 • (2.7) 

When one of the constants is known over all frequencies, the other constant can 

be calculated for a single frequency through the Kramers-Kronig relation. In 

practice, e2(co) may be found over a wide frequency range. The frequency "tails" 

are then estimated, and e,(a>) may then be calculated. 

From the comparison of equation 2.1 and the free electron behavior at high 

frequencies, a sum rule is found: 

'°° f "1 
Nv . (2.8) 0)' e2(<j') dw' 

> 0  2me0 

Thus, the number of transition electrons Nv is related to e2(w). At very high 

frequencies, no other absorption mechanisms are found and the free electron 

response remains. e2(co) is related to the joint density-of-states by 

M2 

(ilto)2 

where G(ftw) is the density of pairs of states (where k = k') separated by ilco . This 

£a(ftu) - ^ G(2.9) 

shows the energy dependence of the optical constants. The joint density-of-states 

function is strongly dependent on k near the critical points [Ej - E,] = 0 . 

Thus e2(w) is linked to the critical points. 

Optical properties of a solid can be deduced from e1(c<>) and e2(w) . 
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However, these properties cannot be easily derived from the optical transmission, 

reflection, or absorption. From the measurements of the optical observables, e^oo) 

and e2(w) can be determined over parts of the frequency range. 

Using absorption as an example, the relation between the optical 

observables and the dielectric constant can be shown. Free carrier absorption in 

metals can be considered in two ways: classically, or through interband 

transitions. In a partially filled band, which is characteristic of metals, interband 

transitions due to photons alone are impossible. This is shown by the conservation 

laws: Ef - Ej = ilu and kf - kj = /? , where /} represents the wave vector of the 

photon. Intra-band transitions due to photons usually require phonons. Optical 

absorption is thus a function of available electron states, densities of phonons, the 

electron-phonon coupling, and the initial electron distribution. 

The classical description of free carrier absorption uses electrons and holes 

similar to the Lorentz model. The description is valid when « kT (in the far 

infrared) and at room temperature. The equation of motion for an electron with 

effective mass m* can be solved for the drift velocity v due to a field F : 

v - ^ m i r  
m 

1 
1 + IWT 

(2.10) 

where T is the relaxation time. Since conductivity OR is defined as Nev per unit 

field, 

Ne2 

m 
1 1 

1 + CUT " °0 1 + ICtiT 

where N is the electron density and a0 
Ne2T 

* m 

(2.11) 

. The dielectric constant e can be 

related to the conductivity through the optical constants n and k : 

e - (n„ + tk„)1 = -l + i 
Cq 

(2.12) 
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where 

eo 
n0

2 - k0
2 

2n0k„ 

Substituting in the conductivity. 

n0
2 - k0

2 

2n0k0 f2 

fL _ 
*0 

gp 

we„ 

coe„ 
CT>T 

1 + «2r2 

1 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 1 + coV 

where the dielectric constant of the lattice is included within CL • Equations 2.15 

and 2.16 are the result when the applied field's frequency is much higher than the 

relaxation time of the dipole. These two equations can be rewritten as 

fi(w) = Coo + ( «s " €oo ) 1 

e2(w) ( «s ) 

1 + w2T2 

COT 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 1 + coV 

where es and are the low (static) and very high frequency dielectric constants, 

respectively. The experimentally observed behavior of free electrons in metals 

corresponds to approximations of equations 2.15 and 2.16 . The optical constants n0 

and k0 can be determined by measuring transmission and reflection, using the 

absorption coefficient K and the intensity reflection coefficient R. The dispersive 

and absorptive properties of a material correspond to €|(co) and f2(co) , respectively. 

At high frequencies, the free carrier contribution to the dielectric constant 

is very small (eqn. 2.16). Thus, the resulting dielectric constant is the lattice 

dielectric constant, consequently the absorption coefficient K 

then 

2k0w 4rrk0 . 
is 
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m± 
eL 

1/2 

1 (2.19) 1 + u¥ 

This usually becomes observable at optical and ultraviolet frequencies. At these 

energies, interband absorption may start first. When it does not, U>T is extremely 

large and K is small. Alkali metals are transparent in the ultraviolet for this 

reason. Copper and gold have an absorption minimum in the visible, bounded by 

interband absorption in the ultraviolet and free carrier absorption in the infrared. 

At the far infrared, <r„ » wel for metals with high conductivity. Then 

2n0k0 » (n„2 - k0
2) in equations 2.15 and 2.16 , so that n0

2 2s k0
2 s or/2we0 . If the 

frequency is low so that COT « 1 , the absorption coefficient is 

k - (2 cr0 w /i0)'/2 (2.20) 

which is seen experimentally. Examining the reflectivity under the same two 

conditions, 

1/2 

(2.21) R 
(n0 - l)2 + k„2 

1 
2we0 

(n„ + l)2 + k0
2 

which is the Hagen-Rubens relation (which is seen experimentally at long 

wavelengths > 30 fim). 

When ur » 1 , 2n„k0 falls rapidly, and from equations 2.15 and 2.16 , k„ 

can be neglected, so 

R a 
(n„ - l)2 

(n0 + l)2 

where 

eo 

o)p2 

0)2 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 
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oj 2 „ _f2_ „ y . (2.24) 
T £L m eL 

Wp is the plasma resonance frequency. When co » wp , n0 - 0 and the reflectivity 

will be 100 % . When n„ =• 1 . the reflectivity will be zero. At the plasma 

resonance frequency, = 0 so electric oscillations are possible. 

The dielectric constant can be broken up into the free and bound electron 

parts: 6(a)) = (w) + (oo) . The free electron contribution is 

2 
r wn € co) - 1 - —E__ (2.25) 

6d(U) + l/Tc) 

where Tc is the relaxation time in the conduction band. The bound electron part 

can be considered as the core states and if applicable, the lower d states. 

THERMAL RADIATION 

The blackbody is defined as a perfect absorber and emitter. "Perfect 

absorber" means that all incident energy is absorbed and none is reflected, at all 

wavelengths and all incidence angles. For all wavelengths and all angles, the 

blackbody is also a perfect emitter. The total radiant energy is a function only of 

temperature. 

Planck's radiation law characterizes the energy distribution of radiation 

which is in thermal equilibrium with an enclosed cavity. From the density-of-

states G(E), the number of photon modes per unit frequency range D(w) can be 

found: 

°(w) - «>3 . (2.26) 

In one mode, the thermal energy of the electromagnetic field is <n>hw . The 

thermal energy in all the modes is then 



u(w) - (n)ilw • D(«) V<«>2 

tr2c3 
1iU) 

hto 
eT _ i 

23 

(2.27) 

The spectral distribution of emissive power is then 

P (X .T)  -  a  

>XT 

(2.28) 

where a = 2rrhc2 and b = hc/k . 

The spectral emissivity of a material, e, is defined as the ratio of the 

radiant excitance of the sample material to the radiant excitance of a theoretical 

blackbody at the same temperature: 

* (2.29) e ( \ )  =  
MX 

BB 

The spectral emissivity of an actual material approximates a blackbody in only a 

limited wavelength region. The observed emittance is the emissivity modified by 

the material properties, surface characteristics and experimental conditions. 
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CHAPTER III 

MODULATION SPECTROSCOPY 

Static reflectance or absorptance spectra provide limited information about 

critical point transitions which can refine bandstructure models. By the early 

1960's, fundamental edge transitions had been extensively investigated. However, 

due to the smoothness of static spectra, accurate knowledge of other interband 

transitions was limited. The large structural features in static spectra more likely 

correspond to a sum of transitions throughout widely separated areas in the 

Brillouin zone rather than to a specific critical point. 

A method to separate critical point transitions from background transitions 

was first presented in 1964 by Seraphin. Modulated electroreflectance provided 

spectra consisting of narrow resonance peaks separated by large energy regions 

which have no response. The resonance energies matched the transition energies at 

the critical points closely. The line shape and response of the resonances 

corresponded to the electron momentum at the singularities. The characteristic line 

shapes of the resonance peaks were as much as 50 times narrower than static 

spectral peaks, (see Figure 3-1 ). 

The modulation technique is based on the periodic external perturbation of 

a physical parameter and the synchronous detection of the resulting resonances. 

An initial approximation is that modulation changes the value of the energy gap 

seen at the critical points. Through the joint density-of-states function G(k). each 

critical point can be identified by the matching of experimental to theoretical 
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o as 

Eg Efl +AQ 

PHCTTON ENERGY (eV) 

FIGURE 3-1 : Reflectance and electro-reflectance of GaAs as a function of 

photon energy. [Aspnes and Studna (1973)] 
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values of Ae2 . Figure 3-2 shows conceptually how modulation of a parameter 

affects the joint density-of-states. In areas of the Brillouin zone containing non-

critical transitions, a shift in a parameter results in a slight change in the joint 

density-of-states. At the critical points, a slight shift in a parameter results in a 

drastic change in the joint density-of-states. Since £ is a function of G(k), optical 

observables are functions of G(k). Monitoring a change in the electron distribution 

can be accomplished with an optical observable such as reflectance. The resulting 

spectra yield information about the bandstructure when a theoretical curve is 

matched to it. The parameters which are modulated include external electric and 

magnetic fields, pressure, temperature, or incident wavelength, either individually 

or in combination. The modulation may be vectorial or non-vectorial (since 

crystals have a basis) so orientation and polarization effects provide additional 

information. These methods are valuable for their reduction of critical point 

symmetry. We describe electroreflectance as a means of showing the basic 

concepts of modulation spectroscopy. Thermoreflectance is then described, as a 

bridge between electroreflectance and modulated emittance. 

ELECTROREFLECTANCE 

The first successful use of electroreflectance was reported in 1964 by 

Seraphin. The experiment was conducted by applying a modulated electric field to 

the surface of polished germanium through the use of a transparent field electrode. 

The reflectance was synchronously detected at near normal incidence, allowing the 

use of Fresnel's equation. Changes of AR/R as small as 5 x 10"6 could be 

measured. Critical point transitions above the fundamental absorption edge were 
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FIGURE 3-2 : Schematic representation of the separation of slope-discontinuities 

in the joint density-of-states function in conventional modulation spectroscopy. 

[Seraphin and Mueller (1986)] 
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clearly evident. The changes in AR/R peaked at approximately the photon energy 

of the transitions. Seraphin and Bottka [1966] showed that Ae, and Ae2 , with the 

suitable weighting factors a and jS , can reproduce the experimental AR/R . 

Fresnel's equation for reflectance and AR/R can be written in terms of n 

and k: 

R „ (n - l)2 + k2 
n n 

( n+1 ) 2  +  k 2  ( 3 - , )  

AR 4(n2 - k2 - 1) An + 8nk Ak 
R = [(n + l)2 + k2] [(n - l)2 + k2] (3.2) 

These equations can also be written in terms of e, and e2 

R 

+ e2
2)'/2 -

~ " 

»/* + 1 (ei2 + e2
2)'/2 - 2e, + 2 e,2 + e2

2 

N 
»/* + 1 

+ e2
2)l/2 + 

- -

'/2 + I (*i2 + e2
2)l/2 + 2e, + 2Je,2 + e2

2 '/2 + I 

(3.3) 

AR -g- = oi(e, . e2) Ae, + /8(e, , e2) Ae2 . (3.4) 

a(e, , e2) and /3(e, , e2) are spectral weighting factors, calculable using n and 

k [Seraphin and Bottka (1965)]. Ae, and Ae2 are assumed to change uniformly. In 

Figure 3-3 , experimental calculations of a and P are shown for germanium 

[Seraphin and Bottka (1965)]. The sign and relative magnitudes of a and /3 strongly 

affect AR/R in different spectral regions. At low energies, Ae2 has little effect on 

AR/R since fi is very small. At higher energies beyond the point where a and 

cross, Ae, has little effect on AR/R since a approaches zero. In the reflectance 

curve, the wavelength region in which a and /3 cross contains large structural 

features. Additionally, strong structure is seen in the reflectance curve when 

changes sign. 
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FIGURE 3-3 : The fractional coefficients oj(e, , ej and /J(e, , e2) in equation 3.4 

for germanium. [Seraphin and Bottka (1966)] 
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The line shapes of Ae, and Ae2 vary with modulation parameter, unlike a 

and fi . Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show normalized plots of Ae, and Ae2 from 

electroreflectance [Seraphin and Bottka (1966)]. Structures in Ae, and Ae2 are 

correlated through the Kramers-Kronig relations. 

The principal equations which determine Ae, and Ae2 separately are: 

A£, - f - « A0 (3.5) 

Ae2 - ig ^ + 7 A0 . (3.6) 

The values 7 and 5 are known functions of n and k (or e, and e2). AS is defined 

as 

A9 (Ed)" H {t?<E) " (3 " 

where Eo is the transition energy at the critical point. This shows that when 

AR/R is known over a wide range of photon energies E, Ae, and Ae2 may be 

obtained. Through the Kramers-Kronig relation, Ae, and Ae2 are tied together: 

- ;J0 
dE • (3-8) 

From this relation, separate and distinct curves at the four classes of critical points 

M0 , M, . M2 , and M3 are produced, (see Figure 3-6 ) At the M, , J(AE) varies 

as the square root of the spectral distance from Eg . A change in the spectral 

position affects the joint density-of-states function J(AE): 

= fc.1 AL ,39) 
AEg HAEg {'> 

where C is a constant. Thus, the derivative with respect to Eg has a singularity 

of the type (Eg - flu)'1/2 which produces the critical point. 

The highly resolved spectral structure in modulated spectroscopy is 
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FIGURE 3-4 : The normalized change of the real part e, of the dielectric 

constant, as induced at a parabolic edge by an electric field (electro-reflectance). 

[Seraphin and Bottka (1966)] 
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FIGURE 3-5 : The normalized change of the imaginary part e2 of the dielectric 

constant, as induced at a parabolic edge by an electric field (electro-reflectance). 

[Seraphin and Bottka (1966)] 
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FIGURE 3-6 : Line shapes of Ae, (solid line) and Ae2 (broken line) in response to 

the modulation of the interband energies near the four types of critical points. 

Broadening effects are neglected. [Batz (1972)] 
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obtained from the singularity in the joint density-of-states. Outside of the 

singularity, the modulated response disappears. Areas of the Brillouin zone which 

contain a smooth joint density-of-states function (free of square root slope 

discontinuities) are not affected by the modulation. The line shapes in Figure 3-6 

are valid assuming that the modulation only shifts the spectral position of the 

edge. 

THERMOREFLECTANCE 

Thermoreflectance is a 'scalar' technique whose value lies in the relative 

ease in which the experimental results are interpreted. Temperature modulation 

has the potential to affect many aspects of bandstructure. However, it has been 

shown that only one or two effects dominate. An initial assumption is that 

thermomodulation results in a uniform change of £[ and e2 . seen as a shift of the 

spectral position Eg at a critical point. This assumption has been supported by the 

matching of theoretical and experimental results. Figure 3-7 shows the temperature 

dependence of the wavelength of peak reflectivity [Seraphin, Hess, and Bottka 

(1965)]. The thermal modulation expands the lattice which modifies the interband 

separation. Broadening of the structural features also occurs. An assumed change 

in the electron-phonon interaction matches the observed line shapes. The line 

shapes of Ae, and Ae2 and wavelengths of the structural features are characteristic 

of thermoreflectance. The transitions and their broadening and shift parameters 

may be identified if widely separated features are examined. Figure 3-8 shows the 

fractional change in reflectance AR/R versus 
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[Seraphin, Hess, and Bottka (1965)] 
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FIGURE 3-8 : Relative change of reflectance AR/R with temperature versus 

photon energy. [Balzarotti and Grandolfo (1968)] 
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photon energy. Temperature modulation of about a tenth of a degree produces a 

fractional change on the order of 10"5 [Balzarotti and Grandolfo (1968)]. 

(Piezoreflectance exhibits similar results since it also affects the lattice constant.) 

In calculations similar to those in electroreflectance, 

^ - oi(€i , ej Ae, + /3(e1 , e2) Ae2 . (3.4) 

It can be shown that 

Ae, = |n(n2 - 3k2 - 1) • |^J - k(3n2 - k2 - 1) • A0 (3.10) 

Ae2 = J k(3n2 - k2 - 1) • + n(n2 - 3k2 - 1) • Atf (3.11) 

where 

A0  -  - ^p f  AR("')/R("') do' . (3.12) 
rr Jq a> 2 - or 

Thus, Ae, and Ae2 can be found from AR/R . In Figure 3-9 , thermoreflectance 

lineshapes of Ae, and Ae2 are shown. Although Ae, and Ae2 vary with modulation 

parameter, the relation between Ae, and Ae2 at a particular critical point is 

determined by the Kramers-Kronig relation. 

The dielectric constant is proportional to b(ilu> - Eq)1/2 , where b - tr +l  and  

r is the order of the critical point. Including the phenomenological lifetime 

/ lico - En 
broadening, e oc b(flco + tr - Eq)1/2 . Defining x = —p— , 

e OC br1/2 vxTT oc br1/2 [0(x) + 1 0(-x)] (3.13) 

where 

0(x) = [x + Vx2 + 1 ]1/2 . (3.14) 

Eq and T are functions of the temperature. Temperature modulation yields 
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FIGURE 3-9 : Thermoreflectance lineshapes of Ac, and Ae2 of the dielectric 

constant. [Balzarotti and Grandolfo (1968)] 
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(3.15) 

which is 

Ae  oc  i b f - 1  1/2 | [F(-x) + tF(x)] ^ [F(x) - tF(-x)] AT (3.16) 

where F(x) = 2(d0/dx). F is affected principally by phonon scattering, so T grows 

with photon energy as the density-of-states for phonon scattering grows. If T is 

assumed insensitive to temperature, it can be shown that 

where Q is a function of F(x). Thus Ae, and Ae2 can be found if dEp/dT is 

known. The ratio dEo/dT is typically around -4xl0"4 eV/C . Thus, a change in 

the derivative of EQ means a change in Ae . The experimental line shapes Ae, and 

Ae2 can be compared to the theoretical line shapes given by equation 3.16 . An 

identification of the critical point may then be possible. 

The results of thermoreflectance modulation by Batz is shown in Figure 

3-10 . Current performed the temperature modulation. The response contains more 

and considerably better defined structure than static reflectance curves, though it 

is not as sharp as the electroreflectance results. Broadening and shift are clearly 

evident. Batz showed that temperature modulation is predominantly a thermal 

effect. Batz (1967) has found that thermomodulation works best when the 

frequency is below 100 Hz and the temperature changes are on the order of 1 K. 

The 1 K modulation introduces a strain comparable to stress modulation 

(piezoreflectance). 

Figure 3-11 compares the experimental and theoretical change of e2 at a 

saddle point and a threshold. 

Ae oc - i b Q  f - 1 / 2  ^  AT (3.17) 
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FIGURE 3-10 : Thermoreflectance spectra for germanium at 120 and 400 K. 

[Batz (1967)] 
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FIGURE 3-11 : Comparison between the experimental and theoretical change of 

e2 due to an M, saddle point (at 5.11 eV) and an M0 threshold (at 5.96 eV). 

[Balzarotti and Grandolfo (1968)] 
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CHAPTER IV 

MODULATED EMITTANCE SPECTROSCOPY 

Modulated emittance is a new spectroscopic procedure which has 

advantages over thermoreflectance. As noted previously, reflectance spectroscopy 

utilizes surface electrodes which require the exacting preparation of the surfaces, 

and, in some cases, limits the observable energy range. Modulated emittance 

reduces surface preparation since emittance from the bulk of a prepared sample 

overwhelms emittance from surface contaminants (which may be burned off). The 

procedure is not limited to single crystals; any material can be analyzed which 

exhibits temperature uniformity throughout its volume. A wide range of 

temperatures is accessible (up to the melting point) so the probability of detecting 

higher energy transitions is increased. Additionally, the equipment requirements 

are not too substantial. 

As with static measurements of other observables, the static emittance 

resonances are buried in the background. However, modulation of the dielectric 

function, accomplished through modulation of a physical parameter, permits 

identification of the resonances. Modulation affects the optical observables; 

reflectance and transmittance. Since the emissivity is defined as a ratio of spectral 

radiant excitances, the electronic band transitions must be contained within the 

spectral radiant excitance of the material. Additionally, the electronic transitions 

should be separable from the phonon excitations through a method presented in 

this chapter. Thus, the critical point resonances should exist, and should be 
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observable with derivative techniques. This experiment is an attempt to detect 

these transitions. 

The principal challenge in emittance measurements is the detection of the 

resonances in the presence of the massive thermodynamic background. We will 

explain below how we arrive at the estimated signal-to-noise ratio of 1:10s for the 

modulated emittance technique. The modulated emittance spectroscopy (MES) 

technique, proposed by Seraphin, utilizes an unusual combination of two forms of 

modulation to bypass the blackbody background. The crucial idea is the 

stabilization of the thermodynamic background using synchronous 

countermodulation of wavelength and temperature. This allows the modulated 

emittance structures to be detected. First, the sample temperature is modulated, 

affecting the interband energy at the critical points. Next, the spectral bands 

received by the detector are synchronously countermodulated, (wavelength 

modulation has previously served as an incident probe). Due to the form of the 

differential of the spectral radiant flux from a real material, countermodulation of 

the temperature of the sample and the wavelength received by the detector cancels 

out the blackbody background. The emittance resonances would then likely show 

up as peaks over a smooth background. Modulation spectroscopy has shown that 

resonance line shapes are peculiar to the type of modulation, and in some cases 

are sensitive to the magnitude of modulation. Thus, emittance lineshapes are not 

yet known. However, from the results of thermoreflectance, we expect that the 

width of the resonance peak will be broader than electroreflectance. Assignment 

of the transition energy at the critical point can be affected by slight temperature 

shifts. Temperature changes would affect both T and Eo , as seen in equation 3.17 . 

From thermoreflectance, there are two principal mechanisms in the 
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dependence of £ on temperature, thermal expansion and a change in the electron-

phonon interaction. The slight shift in Eg in all gaps is a result of the thermal 

expansion which was described previously. The electron-phonon interaction 

changes a gap seen at the edge of the Brillouin zone. In a model, consisting of a 

free electron gas of valence electrons with a gap at the Fermi surface (Penn 

[1962]), at w - 0 and k = 0, 

£(0) = 1 + 

where 

COg, 
wg 

1 - + J 
4wf 3 

The plasma and Fermi frequencies of the valence electrons are Wp and Wf , and 

the average frequency of the gap is Wg . Temperature modulation changes wg 

without changing the plasma frequency wp . 

Figure 4-1 shows a schematic of the experiment. The experimental set-up 

of MES is conceptually straightforward. Radiation is produced by the sample 

filament in a vacuum chamber. Modulation of the filament current modulates the 

temperature. The radiant flux passes through a monochromator, and the resulting 

spectrum is sampled by a CCD at the exit slit. Each pixel of the CCD is, in effect, 

a separate exit slit for the monochromator. Thus, each pixel samples a different 

wavelength range. The CCD electronics and a computer allow sampling of any 

three pixels within one output cycle of array values. Three points along the 

spectrum are sufficient to detect and delineate resonance line shapes. The two 

outer points determine the local slope, while the middle point finds the deviation 

from that slope. 
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FIGURE 4-1 : Schematic of the experimental approach. 

[Seraphin and Mueller (1986)] 
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From the equation for reflectance modulation (eqn. 3.4), it can be seen that 

AR/R -x Ae>/ei . -v A£2/£: — - oi(e, , e2) AV/V + /}(£i , e2) —•— 2/ c2 

AX/X v 1 ' 27 AX/X PV1 • 2/ AX/X 

where X may be any modulating parameter. In reflectance modulation, the effects 

of Aej and Ae2 upon AR are dependent upon a and j3 which can be assumed 

constant over the width of the resonances (a few milli-electron volts). The 

modulation changes e, by such a small amount that A^/e, « 1 . Thus, the AR/R 

curve is calculable in terms of the effect AX/X has on the Ael/el and Ae2/e2 . 

Thus, development of a detection method for Ae, and Ae2 must be possible with 

another modulating parameter such as temperature, and another observable such as 

emittance. 

The spectral radiant excitance of a blackbody (equation 2.28) is 

P(X . T) - ubr (4-D 
X5 [ eb/XT . i] 

where a •» 2irhc2 and b » hc/k . The temperature differential of this is dP/dT: 

^ = P(X , T) • 0(X • T) • (1/T) (4.2) 

which can be rearranged as 

where 

^ = 0(\ • T) • | | (4.3) 

0(X-T) = —-— with x = —-— . (4.4) 
I - e-x X • T 

(See Figure 4-2) The significant point to be seen is that these equations are a 

function of the product X • T , rather than seperate functions of X and T. The 

MES experiment is based on the idea that if the product X • T is held constant as 

X and T are synchronously countermodulated, then the ratio of the change in 

radiant exitance to the change in temperature is constant: 
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FIGURE 4-2 : The experimental boundaries of the surface of 0(\-T) 
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= <j4(\ • T) = constant . (4.5) 

For a real, non-blackbody material, a similar derivation can be done since 

the spectral radiant flux is 

I(X , T) = cr • e(X , T) • P(X , T) (4.6) 

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and e(X , T) is the spectral emissivity. 

For the following derivations, it is assumed that cr is included within P(\ , T) . 

Figure 4-3 shows the results of two experiments which measured the spectral 

emissivity of tungsten. As a rough estimate, 0.45 (at X = 500 nm) may be used for 

the spectral emissivity of tungsten t. 

The temperature differential of equation 4.6 is 

^  -  ^P(X .T)  +  e (X .T)^  •  ( 4 . 7 )  

The differential de/dT carries the band-structure information. The first term, 

however, is overwhelmed by the second, the temperature differential of the Planck 

function, which is a thermodynamic process and is not related to the dielectric 

function. 

Separation of the emissivity differential from the thermodynamic 

differential can be accomplished since the emissivity is separately dependent on X 

and T, while the thermodynamics are invariant to a modulation which leaves 

X • T unchanged. Equation 4.7 can be rearranged as 

dT/T = 3T/T + ^ • T) (4.8) 

Thus, de/e is separated from the thermodynamic background contained in 0(X • T). 

Since countermodulation of X and T provides a constant <j>{\ • T) , the output 

t The results in Figure 4-3 show that the shapes of the curves are different. Also, 

the results vary by as much as one part in one hundred. 
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FIGURE 4-3 : Spectral emissivity of tungsten. [Larrabee (1959)] 
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intensity dl/I corresponds directly to de/e when a small temperature modulation is 

applied. Using phase synchronous detection, the emissivity modulation de/e can be 

detected in principle. 

Actual detection of de/e depends on the magnitude of the thermodynamic 

term 0(X • T) . Although 0 is a constant under countermodulation, the value 

varies as the experiment scans the large range of X and T available. For this 

experiment, the extremum values of X and T have been chosen as 

X = 1 fim (1.24 eV) to X = 0.4 (im (3.1 eV) 

T - 3000 K to T - 1000 K . 

Using these limits, <j> is restricted to 

5.06 < 0(X • T) < 36 

where 0 has no units, (see Figure 4-2) 

From electroreflectance and thermoreflectance, it has been shown that 

resonances may be on the order of 10~4 . Since <j> is on the order of 101, the 

difference between the magnitudes of the two signals is about I05 . In 

conventional modulation spectroscopy, synchronous detection methods routinely 

resolve S/N ratios of 1:106 , which may be pushed to 1:10® . 

However, an important difference exists between conventional modulation 

spectroscopy and emittance spectroscopy. In conventional spectroscopy, a slope-

singularity in the joint density-of-states is resolved from the smooth background of 

non-critical transitions. The non-critical transitions do not significantly respond to 

the modulation. 

In modulated emittance, the temperature modulates both the resonance and 

the background. From the inequality, the modulated background may be as much 

as 106 times larger than the effect on the resonance. Thus, keeping the XT product 
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constant is crucial if separation of the two terms is desired. This places exacting 

requirements on both modulation and detection. 

The sensitivity of 0 to small changes in X and T may be seen in 

Table 4-1 . Wavelength changes of ± 0.14 A are examined since 0.14 A is the 

wavelength difference between adjacent pixels. Temperature changes of ±0.1 K 

are used in the table since the temperature modulation depth was intended to be 

approximately 1 K. The wavelength and temperature values were chosen so that 

the extremum values for 0 (5.06 and 36) were checked. 

A wavelength change on the order of 1 pixel may be the result of 

equipment vibration. When X = 1 /an and T = 3000 K , a change of ± 0.14 A 

results in a change to 0 of ± 0.00006 . Since the estimated magnitude of an 

emittance resonance is approximately 1 x 10-4 , a change of "k. 2 pixels creates a 

signal change equivalent to the estimated resonance. 

When X = 0.4 fim and T = 1000 K , a wavelength change of ± 0.14 A 

results in a change to 0 of ± 0.00126 , which is twelve times larger than an 

estimated resonance. 

A temperature change on the order of ± 0.1 K may be due to a variation in 

the filament current. When X =• 1 fim and T = 3000 K , a change of ± 0.1 K results 

in a 0 change of ± 0.00015 , which is on the order of a resonance. When 0 = 0.4 

fim and T - 1000 K , a temperature change of ±0.1 K results in a change of ± 

0.00360 to 0 , 36 times larger than a resonance tt. 

The severity of these changes may be diminished through time averaging. 

RESONANCE SEPARATION 

Figure 4-4 shows the method which permits a constant XT product. The 

constant product traces a hyperbola in the X - T plane. To examine for a 
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TABLE 4-1 : Change in 0(\ • T) resulting from small changes in X and T. 
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FIGURE 4-4 : Constant product hyperbolas in the X - T plane. X0T0 is the initial 

value. In order to hold 0(\ • T) constant after a slight temperature change, the 

wavelength must be changed slightly. 
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possible resonance at X0T0 , neighboring wavelengths must be examined. Thus 

either the temperature must compensate for the change in the examining 

wavelength, or the wavelength change is dictated by the temperature. (With the 

equipment in this experiment, either option is accessible, although the second 

choice produces results of higher precision.) Figure 4-5 shows two extremes in this 

method. At point A, a slight change in wavelength requires a large change in 

temperature.. As stated previously, a 1 K temperature modulation is preferable, so 

we move to point B. There, the analysis of results is slightly different. The 

description of the process may be described through a X differential ttt. At point 

B, a slight change in temperature requires a large change in wavelength. Equation 

4.9 may be used. 

Equation 4.9 shows that the thermodynamic background may be reduced in 

limited regions of the X and T plane. At X = 1.0 /zm and T = 2860 K , 0 = 5.06 . 

Subtracting 5 reduces the background to 0.06 , a reduction of two orders of 

tt In our experiment, a change in wavelength was much more likely than a 

temperature change. The vacuum chamber was not mounted to the 

monochromator; thus vibration may have caused slight errors in the output 

spectrum. A temperature change would result principally from current variations. 

ttt A derivation (similar to that shown in equations 4.6 through 4.8) for the 

wavelength modulation of the spectral radiant excitance shows 

(dI/I)/(dXA) = (de/e)/(d X/X) + (0-5) (4.9) 

where <p is given in equation 4.4 . Thus, the magnitude of the background is 

reduced. 
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FIGURE 4-5 : The two extremes seen in the constant X • T method. A slight 

decrease in point A's wavelength requires a large compensation in temperature. 

A slight decrease in point B's temperature requires a large compensation in 

wavelength. 



magnitude. However, wavelength modulation does not cause resonances since no 

intrinsic parameter within the crystal is modified. The term may be seen as 
dX/X 

• Using values interpolated from Larrabee [1959] (see Appendix >4), the 

magnitude of the term is 1.656 (T - 2000 K, X = 5000 A. e = .453 , dX = 1 A, 

de = 0.00015). This provides the slope of the e versus X curve, scaled by the factor 

X/e . Figure 4-6 shows the regions in which this approach may be valid. Thus, in 

regions of longer wavelength and higher temperature, there is the possibility that 

the emittance resonances may be observed more easily. 

The detection procedure is based on finding the constant value hyperbola. 

When no resonance is present, a detector will measure <j>0 at the wavelength X0 and 

the temperature T0 . When the temperature is raised by +AT/2 . a detector will 

scan lower values of X until the value <j>0 is found. When the temperature is 

lowered by -AT/2, a third detector will scan higher values of X until <j>0 is found. 

Thus, explicit knowledge of the temperature is not required, just relative 

temperature measurements. 

Detector D„ is then moved so that a different wavelength is seen. A new 

value of 0q is seen, and detectors D_\ and D+\ attempt to find matching values of 

<j>o . After the entire wavelength range has been checked, the base temperature is 

changed and the procedure repeats itself. In this way a large region in X - T space 

can be checked. 

When a resonance is present, there are two possibilities. First, detector D0 

measures a peak value of <f>0 plus a resonance. From former measurements, the 

computer "knows" to expect a value roughly equivalent to 0O . Thus, the resonance 

is perfunctorily identified. As D_\ and D+\ attempt to find matching values of 0O 

plus resonance, the unusual ranges of -X and +X will tend to identify the peak. 
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FIGURE 4-6 : At long wavelengths and high temperatures, emittance resonances 

may be discernable. Subtracting 5 (see equation 3.9) increases the sensitivity of 

the measurement by two orders of magnitude. Solid lines indicate the contour of 

the surface. 
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The second possibility is that D0 is adjacent to a resonance. As D_\ and 

D+^ attempt to find matching <pQ's, one of the detectors will be forced to travel an 

unusual distance in wavelength. This provides a warning of a resonance. See 

Figure 4-7 . While 0 can be calculated theoretically, resonances are better found 

by the slope comparison method, due to the variations in the throughput of the 

system. 

Temperature modulation is straightforward with the use of a computer 

controlled current source. Modulation of the wavelengths received by a detector is 

considerably more difficult. Mechanical wavelength modulation can produce large 

errors. Thus, the selective pixel sampling ability of a CCD based system is 

imperative for this experiment. The simultaneous acquisition of wavelength 

intensity values by all the pixels avoids any effects due to thermal drift. Also, the 

storage of pixel values would allow subsequent higher derivative calculations. 
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FIGURE 4-7 : Schematic of the resonance detection method. When no resonance 

is present and a temperature change occurs, the wavelength must be changed by 

a specified value (AA+) in order that <j> assumes its initial value (A0 = 0). At a 

resonance with a temperature change, the specified wavelength change (AX-) 

results in an unexpected value of <j> (A<j> + 0). [Seraphin and Mueller (1986)] 
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CHAPTER V 

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 

The schematic in Figure 4-1 shows the principles of operation of this 

experiment. Radiation. emitted by a filament of the material being tested, is 

dispersed by a monochromator. The linear array of the ceo is effectively located 

at the exit slit of the monochromator by placing the ceo inside the 

monochromator. Thus, the pixels act as combination exit slits and detectors. 

Timing signals from on-chip electronics and data from three pixels of interest is 

relayed to a computer. Calculations necessary for the elimination of the 

thermodynamic background are performed by the computer. which also stores the 

results. The block diagram in Figure 5-1 shows the set-up of the equipment and 

the electronics. 

A tungsten wire 0.01 inches in diameter was chosen as a source. Because 

the experiment examines emittance, minimal sample preparation was required. At 

high temperatures. the refractory qualities of tungsten minimize chemical change 

and loss of tensile strength. At its melting point (approx. 3680 K). there is 

sufficient radiant intensity to exploit a substantial portion of the dynamic range of 

the ceo. 

The source filament was held by a constant tension mount within the 

vacuum chamber. The tension, supplied by a spring, permitted sample dilations 

with minimal external stress. Design of the mount permitted experimentation with 

any conducting material or any material with a conductive substrate. Differing 
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rates of thermal expansion between a substrate and a sample are not necessarily 

disadvantageous in this experiment. The lattice dilation which affects Ae2 is 

equally affected by either thermo- or piezo- modulation. 

The thermal expansion of tungsten has been measured at 1.04 % due to a 

change from room temperature to 2200 K. Thus, the thermal expansion due to a 

1 K modulation is very small compared to the size of the filament. Some filaments 

experienced a temperature-induced "twitching", the origin of which is uncertain. 

Annealing of the filaments may relieve these stresses. The wire, although 

moderately flexible before use, became brittle after extended temperature cycling. 

It was not known whether this was caused by oxidation, mechanical stress, or 

some other temperature-induced effect. 

Temperature modulation was achieved by passing current through the 

sample. The Kepco ATE55 - 10M power supply provided up to ten amps at 0.01 

% rms noise, with an RC time constant of about 1.5 milliseconds. The modulation 

period was thirteen cycles per second (77 milliseconds). During the initial trials, 

we assumed that the remaining 75.5 milliseconds would permit sufficient time for 

thermal stabilization*)". Batz [1967] has stated that temperature modulation periods 

below 100 Hz are preferable. Additionally, the 13 Hz modulation avoids harmonics 

from the 60 Hz power lines. Current modulation was approximately 0.5 to 1.0 % 

of total current, which typically averaged 6.0 amps. Filament evaporation 

prevented the extended operation at high current densities. Consequently, 

t Senchenko and Sheindlin [1986] have shown that a temperature change from 

2000 K to 3000 K in tungsten lamp filaments may be achieved in 2 0.02 

milliseconds using high current densities. 
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intensities which allowed the use of the full range of the CCD were rarely tested. 

Batz [1967] has also stated that in thermoreflectance, a 1 K temperature 

modulation is desirable. A 1 K modulation was established as an initial modulation 

parameter for this experiment. Although temperature measurement had not yet 

been implemented, a disappearing filament optical pyrometer may have been 

sufficient for this stage of the experimenttt. Ultimately, two- and three-

wavelength pyrometers would have been required for absolute temperature 

measurement. Exact temperature measurement near the melting point of tungsten is 

extremely difficult; the temperature modulation should perhaps be referred to as a 

current density modulation which affects the temperature. The detection of 

resonances is primarily dependent upon ratios and slopes, rather than the 

knowledge of exact absolute temperatures. 

The filament was aligned parallel to the monochromator entrance and exit 

slits, which were perpendicular to the linear CCD array. A baffle with an 

opening 1/4 inch in diameter was placed in front of the filament in order to 

reduce the intensity from sections of the filament which were at different 

temperatures +++. An increase in the intensity throughput of the system may be 

achieved through the use of an adjustable iris placed before the filament. 

A loss of vacuum during the initial heating of the filaments indicated the 

tt The actual temperature of the filament (T2) can be found from the measured 

apparent temperature (T,) by 

1/T, - 1/T2 - (KX/hc) ln( 1/transmission ) 

where K is Boltzmann's constant, X is the pyrometer effective wavelength, and the 

transmission is that of the vacuum chamber window (quartz). 



vaporization of contaminants. It was assumed that the high temperature gaseous 

thermodynamic emission was negligible, as vacuum levels of 2 x 10"6 torr were 

regularly achieved by a sorption pump and an ion pump. Both pumps were free 

of vibration. Critical components of the experiment were vibration-isolated on an 

air flotation table. 

The radiation was focused on the entrance slit of a Spex 1702 Czerny-

Turner monochromator (Figure 5-2). Optimal intensity throughput and correct 

focal spot positioning were achieved using the Foucault knife-edge test at the 

entrance slit blades. With the 0.3 micron blazed grating, the usable range 

(assuming efficiencies greater than 50% are usable) was from 3000 A to 6000 A . 

With the 1.0 micron blazed grating, the range was from 6666 A to 10,000 A (see 

Figure 5-3). The sodium D doublet tested the spectral resolution of the system. A 

43 pixel seperation of the 5.93 A doublet separation shows the system spectral 

resolution to be 0.138 A per pixel. Figure 5-4 shows the CCD response to the 

doublet. The system resolution is limited more by the monochromator than by the 

13 micron width of the CCD pixels. 

The monochromator principally suffers from coma due to the off-axis 

alignment of the entrance and exit slits from the spherical mirrors. The resolution 

problems created by this aberration are exacerbated by the field curvature at the 

exit slit. These problems may be reduced by limiting the use of the pixels on the 

+++ Temperatures along the filament may be found through 

AT = T, - T2 - T0 (KA/hc) In (I,/I2) 

where K is Boltzmann's constant, X is the optical pyrometer effective wavelength, 

and Tj , I, and T2 , 12 are the temperatures and radiant intensity at two positions. 
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FIGURE 5-2 : Placement of the CCD inside the Spex monochromator. 
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FIGURE 5-4 : Sodium D-doublet as resolved by CCD detector behind Spex 1702 

monochromator. 
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two ends of the CCD array. Results indicate that the full width of the array is 

not needed. (Decentering the mirrors would reduce the coma at the cost of a 

reduction of the intensity throughput of the system.) 

The pixels of the CCD were effectively placed in the plane of the exit slit 

through the use of a folding mirror. Due to the shape of the monochromator 

housing and exit slit, and the shape of the CCD and its mounting, the CCD had to 

be placed within the monochromator. Each of the 1728 pixels (13 microns square 

on 13 micron centers) received radiation in a spectral width of less than 0.06 meV 

(0.14 angstroms at X. = 5500 A); electroreflectance spikes are a few milli-electron 

volts wide. Since thermal resonances are in general wider than electroreflectance 

resonances, difficulties in the resolution of thermally induced emittance resonances 

were not anticipated. The spectral window of the CCD was 230 A across the 

length of the array. The performance of the CCD and its associated electronics is 

related in Chapter VI. 

Intensity losses through the system permitted use of only one-half of the 

CCD intensity detection range measured at typical current levels. At wavelengths 

around 500 nm and current levels of 9.0 Amps, the maximum signal produced by 

the CCD was approximately 2000 arbitrary units (out of a possible 4095). Thus, 

the maximum CCD sensitivity with this throughput level was approximately 

1:2000 , or 0.05 % . Since the resonances are expected to be on the order of 0.01 % 

to 0.001 % of total intensity, the lower throughput is a substantial block to the 

development of the system. 

The Fairchild model 122 CCD consists of 1758 pixels in a linear array, of 

which 1728 are used as intensity sensors. The other pixels are used as white and 

dark references and isolators. Dark reference pixels are covered by opaque 
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metallization. White references are generated by circuitry internal to the chip. 

Isolation cells separate the video data from the dark and white references. 

Figure 5-1 shows the set-up of the detection electronics. The principle two 

output signals for CCD detection are shown. The video output is sent to the video 

processor. The sync (timing) output is sent to the sync generator. Upon being 

informed of the pixel number by the computer, the sync generator informs the 

video processor through the sample-hold control. As the video signal enters the 

processor, the appropriate values are returned to the computer through the Tecmar 

Lab-Master board. 

Two sets of signals important to this experiment are produced by the CCD. 

The first is the video signal, which transmits the data acquired by the pixels. The 

video output is a continuous cycle of analog voltages from an on-chip storage 

register. The register "collects" charge from the pixels periodically. On-chip 

electronics convert the charge to voltages as the pixel string emerges. Pixel values 

emerge at the rate of 250 kHz, determined by the on-chip electronics. 

The second signal is a timing reference ("CCD sync") which identifies the 

end of the string of pixel data. Once the "data ready" signal is produced by the 

on-chip electronics, the video data are valid for 104 microseconds. A compiled 

Basic program waits for the data ready signal; once the signal appears, the 

program sends a "convert" signal to the A/D converter. The program waits until a 

"conversion done" signal is returned. The data is then stored by the program 

and/or displayed on the computer screen. 

There are three "channels" available for data acquisition; each channel 

corresponding to the pixels used to detect slope. Each channel makes available to 

the computer a digital intensity value from the pre-assigned pixel. The A/D 
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conversion board has a sixteen line output, which allows a change of 0.0015 % to 

be transmitted. The signal-to-noise ratio needed for this experiment is expected to 

be 1:10"4 to 1:10-s , or 0.01 % to 0.001 % . Thus, the sixteen line output is 

probably sufficient for this experiment. The procedure for scanning the three 

points across the array is dependent upon the experimentally determined resonance 

width. 

The responsivity of the CCD is shown in Figure 5-5 . The nature of this 

experiment requires that each pixel be checked over the entire spectral range to be 

examined. Variations in response between CCD pixels can be adjusted by a look

up table in computer memory. A reduction in the number of tests may be 

achieved by limiting the search pixels to the central few hundred. The distribution 

of responsivities from all pixels was not checked since the experiment was stopped 

due to the presence of noise. 

The intensity is integrated over a period of 7.4 milliseconds. Figure 5-6 

shows that the dark signal would have been s 3.5 millivolts since the experiment 

operated at room temperature. The dark signal approximately doubles for every 

5 C increase in temperature. Figure 5-7 indicates that the non-uniformities in the 

dark signal, for a single pixel would be approximately 10.5 mV. At 13 Hz. a half 

cycle is 76.9 milliseconds, or approximately ten CCD cycles every half cycle. At 

each half cycle, stabilization of the temperature would permit most of the ten 

samples to be valid. 

An IBM PC performed the critical constant product X-T and controlled the 

A/D converter (Tecmar Lab Master), the CCD electronics, the Kepco power 

supply, and recorded intensity values from the CCD. 
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The A/D converter is presently configured to divide the two volt CCD output into 

4096 divisions, which means that each division is equivalent to 0.024 % . Thus, 

the present configuration may not be sensitive enough to detect the expected 

resonances, even if the CCD and its electronics are noiseless. 

One of the advantages of the CCD is its ability to sample three different 

wavelengths simultaneously. This avoids the problem of small changes of intensity 

over the sampling period. Additionally, the rapid sampling cycle of the CCD 

reduces the chances of intensity variation during wavelength changes. We found 

that two pixels could be sampled during one dump of the pixel string (seven 

milliseconds) using compiled Basic. Assembly language would be required to catch 

three wavelengths simultaneously. Therefore, the speed of a compiled BASIC 

program was sufficient for acquisition of values from two pixels during one array 

output cycle. Acquisition of values from three pixels required assembly code. 

The detector stability tests performed on the CCD employed a uniform 

light source (ULS), designed and built at the Optical Sciences Detector Laboratory. 

The ULS output was engineered to be constant over time and uniform over the 

output plane to within 0.02 % . Tests on the ULS confirmed this. The ULS 

consists of a 300 watt tungsten-halogen bulb whose output was screened by 

diffusers and filters. A mirrored tunnel (analogous to those in kaliedoscopes) 

followed by a diffuser delivered a uniform, randomly-directed beam from the six 

inch square aperture. Power provided to the ULS from the Kepco supply ranged 

from 150 to 200 watts, limited by the power supply. The output appeared green 

since the lamp spectrum was shifted towards the infrared and its blue end was 

reduced by the filters. Stability of the power supply was measured at 0.006 % 

(1 millivolt over time). A United Detector Technologies PIN 10 DP 325-1 detector 



monitored the ULS. Tests using the UDT detector and the CCD indicated that the 

ULS was stable to better than 0.02 % . 
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CHAPTER VI 

RESULTS 

Partial verification of the proposed method to separate resonances from the 

thermodynamic background was achieved through the traces of 0(A • T) . We saw 

structure superimposed upon the thermodynamic background. However, actual 

detection of resonances was believed not possible due to noise principally 

produced by the CCD. We will discuss noise tests of the entire pixel array, short 

and long term tests on individual pixels, and short and long term Johnson noise 

tests on the CCD electronics. The system intensity throughput was examined, as 

was the potential sensitivity of the CCD to resonances. Additionally, some 

potentially significant problems originating in the reference pixels of the CCD 

were examined. 

STRUCTURE IN INTENSITY CURVES AND THE STABILIZATION OF • T) 

Figure 6-1 shows evidence of some structure in the temperature response 

of the emission from tungsten. We established that these structures were not the 

result of Wood's anomalies, a condition which is produced by multiple reflections 

within the monochromator. A photomultiplier was placed in the exit slit of the 

monochromator to measure the output issuing from a tungsten calibration lamp. 

Although connections between the lock-in amplifier and the CCD electronics were 

shielded, significant noise was observed. 

Figure 6-2 shows 0 as a discrete function of wavelength and temperature. 

In the center of the graph, a value 0O(XO • T„) was recorded from the tungsten 
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calibration lamp using a photomultiplier and a lock-in amplifier. To the right of 

center, an increase in temperature results in an increase of 0. At longer 

wavelengths, 0 returns to the value 0O . To the left of center, a reduction in 

temperature decreases the observed 0 . At shorter wavelengths, 0 returns to the 

value 0O . 

Figure 6-2 illustrates a number of points. The shape of 0 versus 

wavelength is verified; also, the relative shapes of 0 at two temperatures may be 

considered. The three point detection procedure is validated - the thermodynamic 

background is held constant with appropiate values of X. The 80 angstrom spectral 

width required to match the 0's is considerably narrower than the 230 angstrom 

window of the CCD array. The structure in Figure 6-1 at 591 nm is seen in 

Figure 6-2 at approximately the same wavelength. If a CCD had been used, 

possible structure between data points would have been detected by the linear 

array of pixels. Finally, the speed at which a computer and a CCD removes the 

thermodynamic background is enormously faster than the manual search for 

equivalent 0's . 

Figure 6-2 shows the check of 0 at two temperatures. Each data "point" 

was recorded for 60 seconds. The wavelength difference between points was 50 

pixels or 7 angstroms. The average peak-to-valley noise was 0.67 % of viewed 

intensity. This trace was taken using a lock-in amplifier which had its input at a 

"channel" before the A/D converter. The reference signal came from the filament. 

The magnitude of the noise was possibly due to inadequate shielding of the tap 

into the A/D converter. This trace showed that although the hyperbolas exist, the 

noise invalidated this method. 
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DETECTOR NOISE 

A Monte Carlo simulation of the radiation intensity received by a pixel 

suggested that resonance detection might not be possible due to the noise. The 

program included the radiation intensity of the filament, spectral transmission of 

windows and lenses, the spectral efficiencies of the gratings, mirrors, and the 

CCD, fill factors for all components, and percentage transmission of the entrance 

slit as it modifies the Airy focal spot. 

The response of the entire CCD pixel string to illumination by the Uniform 

Light Source is shown in Figure 6-3 . As shown, relative response to the ULS by 

individual pixels varied by as much as eight percent. The presence of a possible 

manufacturing defect is shown by a single pixel in the middle of the string; the 

response drops by five percent. Repeated tests under varying conditions proved 

that the general shape of the array response is due to individual pixel sensitivities 

rather than ULS illumination irregularities. The same response shape was seen in 

all tests. The response of the CCD placed at an angle to the face of the ULS 

proved that the ULS was not a collimated light source, since the intensity values 

dropped as the pixels receded from the source. High incidence angle tests also 

showed that the end drop-offs were not due to shadowing by the CCD case. 

Initially, we believed that the response of the pixel string could be 

flattened by storing a single multiplicative correction factor for each pixel. This is 

only partially correct, for it appears that the correction factor encompasses many 

effects. First, the CCD has a response that varies according to wavelength, seen in 

Figure 5-6 . It is not known whether this response curve is identical for all pixels, 

or whether it varies from pixel to pixel. If it varies from pixel to pixel, each 

pixel's response curve must be stored. Second, incomplete tests indicate that 



FIGURE 6-3 : Response of CCD to a constant uniform illumination. Pixel 

number versus percent of maximum intensity. The maximum intensity scale 

shows a range from 70 to 85 . 
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portions of the CCD may be more sensitive to particular intensity levels than other 

portions. If this is true, then each pixel must be calibrated for its sensitivity to 

intensity. Additionally, examination of CCD's have shown that an additive 

correction must be indicated for each pixel. Thus, calibration factors could be 

determined, but they would place stringent requirements on the memory and speed 

of the system. Methods for accurate calibration of these factors within the 

tolerances required by this experiment are elaborate and time consuming. 

INDIVIDUAL PIXELS: SHORT TERM 

Calibration was not attempted due to the discovery of noise levels riding 

on the general pixel responses. Examination of twenty-six of the 1728 pixels 

showed that pixels were subject to noise variations averaging 0.5 % of maximum 

intensity and peaking at 1.0 % of maximum intensity. The twenty six pixels were 

distributed across the face of the CCD, so it was assumed that all pixels were 

subject to noise as high as 1.0 % . Since the accuracies required by the experiment 

are approximately 0.01 % to 0.001 % , the noise submerges the signal by two to 

three orders of magnitude. These measurements were taken using the ULS. 

A representative response of a pixel to the ULS over a period of about 

four seconds is shown in Figure 6-4 . The normal distribution of that response is 

shown in Figure 6-5 . (Readings were taken every seven milliseconds, using the 

C5 signal to insure accurate data.) The standard deviation for the distributions 

ranged from 3.1 to 3.9 in units of integral divisions of the CCD intensity scale. 

This data was obtained using a white light source; the noise response and its 

distribution will probably differ with the use of monochromatic light. 

Identical versions of this test were run on the three channels. All results 

were similar, suggesting that the channels behave similarly over the short term. 
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FIGURE 6-4 : Response of a pixel over time to a constant intensity light source. 

Values are taken every seven milliseconds. 



FIGURE 6-5 : Distribution of intensity values of successive sampling runs of 

one individual pixel. 
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LONG TERM 

The intensity distribution from one pixel over a period of sixty-six seconds 

is shown in Figure 6-6 . In Figure 6-7 , an identical test of a second pixel is 

shown. The two tests were run on different days. In the previous chapter, we 

determined that the ULS was a constant intensity source over both short and long 

terms. This was true for the initial data sets. Since the tungsten-halogen bulb was 

running at only half the rated intensity, it is possible that the iodine was not 

recirculated and the halogen cycle was not operating in the later data sets. Thus, 

the ULS may not have been a steady source at that point. In Figure 6-8 , we see 

the time progression of the distribution of Figure 6-7 . This probably indicates 

that the source intensity changed over the recording period. It may also indicate 

that there are concurrent problems such as voltage level changes due to CCD 

manufacturing problems (which cause discharges from the edges of the pixel or 

chip), or due to the external electronics. 

The long-term test was run for the same four pixels over each of the three 

channels. Channel ft 1 did not appear to suffer from voltage level changes. Channel 

HQ appeared to suffer from consistant though unrepeatable voltage level changes. 

Channel #2 produced Figure 6-7 , though the tests of other pixels with this 

channel were not notable. No pixel showed repeatable voltage level changes. These 

results are not definitive since few tests could be run with close to identical 

conditions; the cause of level changes could not be determined. 

Averaging of the long term tests indicated that the noise reduction follows 

the square root law. To reduce the noise to 0.01 % , a pixel would have to be 

sampled as many as one million times, which is equivalent to continuously 

sampling one pixel for two hours. Examination of the entire CCD would take 48 
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FIGURE 6-6 : Long term response of a pixel over time to a constant intensity 

light source. Values are taken every seven milliseconds. 
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FIGURE 6-7 : Long term response of a second pixel over time to a constant 

intensity light source. Values are taken every seven milliseconds. 
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days; averaging is not feasible. With cautious use, the filament lasts only a couple 

of weeks. 

JOHNSON NOISE TESTS 

To ascertain the source of the noise, the CCD was removed from the 

circuit board and replaced by a set of precision resistors. The three kilo-ohm 

resistor created Johnson noise of 7 x 10 "9 volts. Since the smallest voltage unit 

that the CCD electronics can detect is 4.9 x 10"4 volts, the noise created by the 

resistors was not detectable. The resistors were connected between the twelve volt 

power supply pin, the video out pin. and ground. Thus, video out was supplied 

with a constant voltage, assuming the twelve volt power supply was constant over 

periods of seven millisecond duration. Since the CCD electronics expect an end-of-

string signal which could not be delivered by the resistors (the signal is generated 

by circuits within the CCD chip), the C5 (data valid) signal was not valid. Since 

the variations of the signal produced by the resistors are not detectable by the 

CCD, the loss of the C5 signal was not considered important. The programs used 

to run the resistor noise experiments were identical to the programs used to run 

the CCD noise experiments, although the data valid signal check was not used. 

JOHNSON NOISE: SHORT TERM 

Figure 6-9 shows the noise over four seconds from the system with 

resistors instead of the CCD. The average noise is about 4 integral divisions, 

which corresponds to 1.95 millivolts, with peaks of up to 9 divisions, or 4.39 

millivolts. Since the calculated noise from the resistors is on the order of 7 x 10"9 

volts, the noise is generated by the CCD electronics. This means that the CCD 

chip generated the remaining 58 millivolts of noise. Note also that the noise plot of 
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FIGURE 6-9 : Noise (ia terms of CCD intensity) seen when the CCD is replaced 

by a resistor circuit. 
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the CCD (see Figure 6-4) has considerably more rapid changes than that of the 

CCD electronics. 

LONG TERM 

A sixty-six second test of the system using resistors instead of the CCD 

was used to produce a noise distribution. The noise did not show any tendency to 

drift over time. Thus the drifting seen in the long term CCD tests probably did 

not originate from the CCD electronics. 

REFERENCE PIXEL RESPONSE 

The pixel array contains "dark" and "light" reference pixels that help the 

CCD electronics determine the relative intensity. The reference pixels are masked 

by a layer of metal in the manufacturing process, and the manufacturrer claims 

that the references will not be exposed to light. To test the manufacturer's claim, 

the CCD output was compared while it was exposed to light and while shielded 

from light. An oscilloscope traced the voltage output from the entire pixel array, 

including the references. An oscilloscope camera was used to obtain a double 

exposure photograph. It was seen that the output voltage of all pixels including the 

references, changed as the array was exposed to light. 

To determine whether the reference pixels were actually masked, the two 

ends of the array were covered by layers of tin foil and electrical tape. The center 

one-third of the array was exposed to semi-collimated light. Again, a double 

exposure photograph of the oscilloscope trace was obtained while the CCD was 

shielded from and exposed to light. It could not be determined whether the ends of 

the array were completely shielded from light, since there may have been multiple 

reflections through the glass face plate of the CCD. The resulting photograph 

showed that illumination of the center section of the array influenced the voltage 
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values seen at the other sections of the array. The shift in voltage level from the 

reference pixels was dependent on the light flux impinging on the chip. 

It was not known whether the resulting shift in voltage level of the 

reference pixels during illumination was a deliberate effect. However, a possible 

situation may arise in which the two ends of the pixel array are illuminated by 

differing intensities. The resulting output voltage shift may correspond to either of 

the two intensities or a combination of both. It is conceivable that the references 

at the two ends of the array may suffer differing voltage output changes. 
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CHAPTER VII 

FUTURE WORK 

We briefly present two alternative methods of implementing high 

temperature emittance spectroscopy. However, with some modification, the present 

equipment may be able to detect some of the larger resonances (if they are of the 

expected magnitude). As stated previously, the noise from the CCD was I part in 

500. The manufacturer claims a s/n ratio of 1:104 when the CCD is cooled, which 

may be adequate with time averaging. Also, a larger diameter collection lens 

would allow more of the dynamic range of the CCD to be used. The difficulties 

with this modified system are : condensation on the detector windows will destroy 

the resolution of the system and reduce the intensity available at the pixels, and. if 

the resonances are smaller than expected, the improvements are for naught. 

With these considerations, it is preferable to replace the detection 

mechanism. It has been proposed that the CCD be replaced by a tunable Fabry-

Perot interferomenter, followed by a photomultiplier tube and a lock-in amplifier 

[Seraphin and Mueller, 1986]. A scan of the wavelength range by the Fabry-Perot 

at temperature T„ will establish an intensity curve. Subsequent scans at different 

temperatures will establish the temperature differential dl/dT through 

computational methods utilizing the computer. 

There are two substantial advantages to be gained. First, temperature 

equilibrium is easily maintained - stabilization of temperature during a 13 Hz 

modulation is difficult to monitor with the present equipment. Second, doubly 
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tunable Fabry-Perots have the potential of wavelength modulation using one 

surface as the static adjustment and the other to modulate the wavelength 

periodically. 

This adds an additional modulation parameter. The first surface searches 

for the initial value of the emittance modulation. The second surface registers a 

wavelength derivative of the emission. This permits the search over wavelength 

and temperature. This also increases the precision as backlash in the wavelength 

plate is removed. 

The "static" nature makes it possible to make repeated runs until sufficient 

precision is obtained. It is not yet known whether measurements with a Fabry-

Perot are sufficiently repeatable. 

A second procedure was recently shown by Fincke, Jeffery, and Spjut 

[1988]. A 50 fim diameter tungsten particle is electrodynamically suspended in an 

evacuated cavity. The particle is heated by a cw NdtYAG laser, and viewed by a 

diode array through a spectrometer. The results obtained are similar to Larrabee 

[1959]; the emissivity of tungsten versus wavelength can be described by a linear 

relation (see Appendix A). However, Fincke, et. al. state that they assume a linear 

relation from the start and fit the data to such a curve. In order to compare their 

data to Larrabee [1959], the data is taken at the same wavelengths. They indicate 

that their data is taken principally for thermal engineering purposes (as opposed to 

determination of the dielectric constant and bandstructure). 

From the scarcity of papers in the high temperature emittance/emissivity 

area, it appears that either the experimental equipment requirements are too 

demanding or that emissivity has been assumed to be a linear relation (at least 

over a substantial wavelength interval). This assumption seems to emanate from 
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the definition of emissivity; a ratio of thermodynamic values. Some material 

"signature" must be present - the available band transitions at high temperatures 

are different from those seen at low temperatures. Although low energy transitions 

are predominant, they do not exclude the higher energy transitions. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this experiment, the source material was tungsten. Larrabee [1959] 

measured the spectral emissivity of tungsten and presented equations for the 

emissivity. The equations have the form 

ej (\ , T) a Aj + 6j + C| *T + Dj "X'T (A.l) 

where i refers to a wavelength interval. X is given in nanometers and T is given 

in K . Table A-l shows the wavelength intervals and the values of Aj , Bj , Cj , 

and Dj . Figure 3-3 shows the data from which this formula was created. 

It is important to note that these equations are simply a line fit to the data. 

The fit was done with points at wavelength seperations of 200 angstroms. No 

claim was made as to the description of basic physical processes. This is evident 

since the constants change with wavelength interval. 

If the X • T dependence in ej is assumed to be correct, it creates 

difficulties with the present experimental procedure. It may be possible to 

modulate the product XT . 

Since the emittance is the materially and experimentally modified 

emissivity, it is not clear how much of an effect the modulated product has on the 

background. Since this value is a constant under modulation, it can be added to 

the thermodynamic background. 

The first term in equation 3.8 , , can be calculated: 
a  1 / 1  
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de/e de/dT ci + Dj X 
dT/T " e/T " A. , + B. x + c. t Dj x ' (A 2) 

Using X = 550 nm and T = 2200 K , 

de/e 
dT/T - 1.114 . (A.3) 

From Chapter 4, the limits of 0 are approximately 5 and 36 . Thus, may be 

a significant part of the sum of emittance plus thermodynamics. However, 

resonance peaks are not included in equation A.I , since the equation is an 

approximate, empirical equation. From predictions based on electro- and thermo-

reflectance, the difference between the resonances and the non-critical transition 

background is about 105 . 
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TABLE A-1 

Wavelength interval Emissivity equation 

350 to 450 mfi EXT - 0.6075 - 0.30000 X - O.3265x/0-T + O.59OOx/0",X7' 

450 to 680 mil £XT - 0.4655 + 0.01558 X + 0.2675x70"T - 0.7305xi0"4X7 

680 to 800 mil Exr = 0.6552 - 0.26330 X - 0.7333x10^7 + 0.741 IxW'XT 

[ f rom Larrabee (1959)] 
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